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By best-selling author Melissa Joy Jonsson, the Little Book of Big Potentials is a culmination of her
unique, expansive work integrating scientific principles and spiritual concepts into practical daily
experiences. It offers a complete system of relating, assimilating, and embodying empowered,
joy-filled, extraordinary living.The Little Book of Big Potentials is about much more than recasting
thoughts or beliefs to change reality. This book is about commanding the power of the unified heart
and information fields that shape the experience of reality. Through a delightful interweaving of
science, spiritual insight, enlightening humor, and practical play, Melissa Joy takes us into the heart
of interactive reality creation and provides easily accessible M-Joy Fields for transforming
experiences that touch all aspects of life.Offering an evolutionary perspective on the nature of reality
based on universal truths, scientific observations, and practical experience, Melissa Joy shines light
on information as loveâ€™s creation. The Little Book of Big Potentials is beautifully articulated in a
â€œlanguage of light,â€• offering the opportunity for everyone in the collective to experience True
Authentic Self (TAS) and to walk fully in integrity. This is a path of self-love, authenticity, and
personal truth that, if we simply embody it, can transform all that WE relate to in our individual and
shared experiences."Change your field resonance in the love hologram, and everything can
change."
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Mellisa did it again! In her second book she went much farther to explain the very complex quantum
physics/mechanics in a very simple method. The application of her 24 frequencies is a valuable tool
for every day living. I recommend reading the text twice. It gets better the second time.

I generally love Melissa's practical approach in her teachings, loved the last book and love
everything Matrix Energetics. However, this seemed anything but practical to me at first. It was hard
to follow, hard to absorb and really hard to practically implement. But, I kept at it and although I
sometimes have to reread parts over and over again, I have noticed benefits from doing so. Quite
remarkably in fact. I still wish it were easier to read so I can get on with the 4 other books I've
recently purchased but I'm gettin there.

This book is an integration masterpiece that came to me at exactly the time i needed the dots
connected and missing puzzle pieces ..immense in scope..tying in the latest from torsion
fields,quantum multiplicity ,holographic interactive metaverse,aether,morphic resonance and zero
point fields..magnificent..one of the top 5 books in my collection of several hundred kindle
books..highly recommended

Your book is a game changer for me. The states of Be-Ing I am able to access has completely
transformed my daily life, my healing sessions, & my work as an ICU nurse. Thank You from the
depths of my heart!

I got the audio along with the ebook. It made a BIG difference using the full emersion method of
reading. Without the full emersion I might have gotten bogged down especially in the field 121
DONE, so many twist and turns to being done ;-). Great little book. Over the holidays with family and
friends I've played with field 103 Neutrality a lot! Big help when your 'buttons' become neutral. I've
already read much of the book twice and will read it again deepen my understanding on how each
field can play out in my life. And Melissa's youtube weekly videos on each field really helps
reenforce the knowledge, she is up to field 106 now. I highly recommend signing up for the videos

There is nothing "little" about The Little Book of Big Potentials. As a reader, I would call it "The Big
Book of Limitless Potentials." Because it truly is that: limitless, grand, expansive and hugely
empowering.Melissa Joy Jonsson has poured herself with her particular brand of magic and passion
into this book and it comes through, loud and clear.The subtle fields that she describes are profound
and practical at the same time. I found elements in each field that I could identify with and relate to
in my daily life. Indeed, the messages in the book have a way of penetrating deep into one's heart
and changing the idiom of relating to others and to the world at large.This is not a book to be read in
one go, cover to cover although there may be those hungry enough to do so. For me, it was a few
pages at a time which I chewed on, savored and digested over several weeks. And just because
I've read it now doesn't mean I won't open it again. This book will go right on my bedside table along
with the book that came before it. I will open both books at random knowing I will get the exact
message I need at that particular moment.Thank you Melissa for writing this book and sharing your
wisdom. My life will never be the same as I play in your (and now mine) fields of joy.

Melissa's book is amaZing!! I started reading it and have felt happier by doing so. Then I actually
started playing with the applications and exercises and I feel transformed. My inner joy meter has
been increased and I like it! I am more conscious of the fields and am having fun applying them and
their characteristics during my day to day living. Thank you Melissa Joy:) Keep it coming!

Absolutely loved it do you want to experience and learn more about universal information leading
edge information will this book is for you Melissa nailed it it is a fabulous book which teaches you
about who you are and how you can operate in a powerful way
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